
FEDERICO PEREIRA
RIGHT-BACK



DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME ANDRÉS FEDERICO

DATE OF BIRTH 24/02/2000

NATIONALITY URUGUAYAN

CLUB PLAZA COLONIA

POSITION

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

RIGHT-BACK

1.87CM

77KG

RIGHT FOOTED

LAST NAME PEREIRA CASTELNOBLE



LEAGUES

NATIONAL CUPS

INTERNATIONAL CUPS



NATIONAL TEAM

Call to the Uruguayan National team in March 2021
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STATS IN URUGUAY
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2020
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Passes /
Accurate

Defensive duels /
won

Dribbles /
successful
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60%

2020

63%

2020

Forward passes /
accurate

Offensive duels /
won

Aerial duels /
won



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

DEFENSIVE 1V1

He is capable of winning defensive
duels, even when he has already
been beaten, he is smart to go back
for the rival. Sometimes, after this
kind of play, he generates an
individual duel to win it in a second
action. 

COVERAGES

His tactical positioning in defense
allows him to relay centre-backs
and wingers who lose their duels. He
knows when and how to anticipate.

OFFENSIVE PHASE

He has an offensive vocation. He
frequently steps onto the rival's box,
which makes him a modern fullback.
He goes back and forth both on the
side and centralized to drive or pass
the ball. 



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

BUILDING-UP

He has technical quality to build-up
from the back and then break rival's
line by either driving or passing. He
continuously moves to avoid
pressure, which allows him to
advance and then go to different
zones of the attack. 

DROPPING BACK

He continuously goes back and
forth. He stands out when dropping
back to defend. When he does it, he
shows good body positioning. If a
rival needs to be followed, he does
it. He lets the flank for his wingers,
so this allows him to intercept
passes by inside.

AERIAL PLAY

Evaluating his height (1.87 cm), he is
unusually tall for his position. It
makes a tool for set pieces.
Defensively, he has a good ball
reading since he has a good body
positioning to jump. It is really hard
to overcome him with long balls. 



SOCIAL MEDIA

@FEDE_PEREIRA6 @FEDE_PEREIRA6

https://twitter.com/fede_pereira6
https://www.instagram.com/fede_pereira6/

